The
Sustainability
Charter

Our vision
Our vision is to be a global
leader in the design of beautiful,
sustainable places, that protect
people, nature and the planet.

Our mission
Our mission is to establish ourselves as trusted
sustainability advisors and provide all our
stakeholders with sustainable engineering solutions.
By the end of 2022, we aim to be regarded as an
industry leading net zero carbon consultancy, by
adopting Science-Based Targets (SBTi) and aligning
our charter with the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals.
We will share our Sustainability Charter commitments,
together with progress towards goals on our website
making us a responsible, accountable and transparent
business.
Our vision and mission align with our core values - Imagine
the Possibilities, Focus on the Future and Deliver the Vision
– and will be reinforced through The chapmanbdsp Way.

chapmanbdsp is committed to creating beautiful,
sustainable places… by adoption of the right tools
and processes aligned with our values. A carefully
curated suite of sustainable solutions will take our
clients, people and business on a journey.
Sustainable, zero carbon living is our destination, so we
think of our charter as strategic ‘stepping-stones’ to
navigate our journey. Our journey commenced in 2018,
and although Covid 19 has created challenges, we
remain committed to our sustainability targets.
Ultimately, in response to the Climate Emergency, our
roadmap will lead us to net zero carbon in the UK by
2025. But it’s much more than that, it’s a roadmap to
deliver beautiful, sustainable places, that put wellbeing
and the protection of people and planet together at the
very heart of our solutions.

Progress this year includes the mapping of our original
seven areas into four key focus areas:
• Re-aligning Energy and Carbon and creating Circular
Economy to reflect impacts on materials, transport
and design.
• People and Place captures the importance of the
health and wellbeing of people.
• Community reflects our drive to become agents of
change for the industry and local communities where
we live and work.

Susan Hone-Brookes
Director of Sustainability

Key commitments summary
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Underpin the areas of focus with the UN Agenda
2030 – 17 Sustainable Development Goals.
Commitment to signing up to SBTi.
Commitment to update our charter every year on
Earth Day, together with showing progress
throughout the year with regular updates
published on our website.
Ownership of each stepping-stone by a Board
member.
Commitment to reach Net Zero Carbon by 2025
for UK operations.

Evolving
our charter

Our Charter

Our commitment
Work closely with Building Services Declare, UKGBC,
and other industry advocacy and focus groups to
communicate the urgent climate action required.

Roll out of Sustainability Implementation
Plan (SIP) tool managed by appointed
Sustainability Guardian for projects.

Continue on the journey to be a net zero
carbon UK business by 2025. SBTi signed
and process of intention commenced.

Align our focus areas with the 17 UN
Sustainable Development Goals.

Raise awareness internally and externally of
our Social Value impact and engagement in
connection with our business offerings.

Creation of chapmanbdsp project target reviews. Evaluate
all projects and opportunities to ensure alignment with our
commitment to our vision and mission.

Embed our knowledge of MMC and smart
technology creating standard templates for
rapid design and optimum carbon levels.

Strengthen our whole life assessment
methodology. Creation of an intervention matrix
to support our clients’ optimum solutions.

Be in Glasgow for COP26, providing
commentary and contributing to events around
the vital climate talks taking place there.

Wellness certification
for HQ UK offices.

Creation of a chapmanbdsp project sustainability
reviews. Carry out post occupancy evaluations on
our projects to challenge our design solutions and
create learning loop to embed DfP.

Development and delivery of 'Insight' sessions to
engage our people and the industry around the
challenges to delivery of sustainable design.
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